
 
 

 In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, Spring 2020
has become unlike any we could have imagined. I
truly admire the fortitude of the MPP students and
associates in dealing with the disappointments and
displacements that were forced upon us, as well as
making the very best of the limitations of attending
classes online. My deepest gratitude goes to the MPP
music associates for assuring that the high-level
learning and music making continued throughout the
semester. This newsletter is a testament to the
endless creativity and new ways of expression that
the new reality has sparked in MPP musicians.
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Please join me also in congratulating the MPP students graduating this month.
Even though the commencement ceremony will be very different from those we
know, we celebrate the achievements of our outstanding graduates all the
same. On behalf of all of us in the MPP, I wish you and your families a healthy and
safe summer. 

Magdalena Stern-Baczewska
Director, Music Performance Program



MPP @ Home

Magdalena Stern-Baczewska has been
releasing weekly Bach@Home videos on YouTube, featuring
performances and discussions of the historical context and

performance aspects of the music of J.S. Bach and other
composers. On May 8th, she released her new album,

"Debussy on 5th Avenue," featuring the celebrated cycles for
piano solo by Claude Debussy: Estampes and two books

of Images. In this video, Magdalena Baczewska explains the
making of her latest album, using the new and innovative

recording process involving Yamaha Disklavier
technology. You may download the album on Apple

Music, Spotify, or listen on YouTube

The Jazz and Hybrid Arts students employed their
boundless artistic creativity and converted their
ensembles into recording bands when classes
moved online. Capturing their own parts via

computers and phones in far flung locations, they
came together to create beautiful and highly

interactive collaborations.

MPP Faculty Eliot Bailen joins eleven (!) other
cellists in Quarancelli in this version of

 "Vocalise" by S. Rachmaninoff for 12 cellos
 

Check out these amazing quaran-tunes from 
our faculty and students by clicking on the picture - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jY46hDfZ6Ns&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0w4sk4hIq_-UdHKZEOkslO_lF2CwDSSBQA3m-E3h2J3STbNQalRL5K6Jk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XU9FkP3ThY&feature=youtu.be
https://soundcloud.com/user-927156207/sets/columbia-university-ensembles-spring-2020-ole-mathisen-director
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Syix0wo628&list=PLX3qtqL0SBC7w7AeKYdEDFHXRfAjiturb&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Syix0wo628&list=PLX3qtqL0SBC7w7AeKYdEDFHXRfAjiturb&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4a_2JF_CGY8&feature=youtu.be
https://music.apple.com/gh/album/debussy-on-5th-avenue/1511982048
https://open.spotify.com/album/0TU5pTkH2uqCkDYEhz0vep


Joe Block (CC ’21) and Nathan Farrell (CC ’21)
join forces to play “Dedicated to You” - 

social-distanced but just as beautiful

During the school year, Luca Sakon (BC '23),
William Tang (CC '23), and I play in a piano trio, but

since I do not have my cello with me, they have
been working on the Franck Violin Sonata.

Unfortunately, they are not able to rehearse in
person, so I tried to recreate the dynamics of

playing music together. I spliced the movements
organically, and ensured that the secondary voice

listens to the main voice while recording. This
enables rubato and other nuanced musical

expressions that would not have been possible.
Then, I put the clips together in post-production to

create the final product. We hope you enjoy the
videos!

- Brian Kuo (CC '22)

Connie Cai (BC '21) and Heli Sun (BC '22)
perform the sweet “Estrellita" by Ponce,

arranged by Heifetz 

Samuel Wang (CC ’20), Cheng Io Lo (CC ’23),
Gloria Hui (CC ’23), Madeline Kim (CC ’23), and
Peter Rutkowski (CC ’21) compile the parts of
the third movement of Brahms’ Piano Quintet

to create this beautiful recording! 

https://www.facebook.com/joseph.block.37/videos/1557293204436279/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-JMzXTj7nw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1sQqITr9Sj0Idsh6oTSsDjnfxYXJ-f8GaR50Ea5eZqGZWOQT4T0IOSrvY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGtMUZLtfvc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kC5T1zB4lwM&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0T6npcF7uJoStfa5_vt7nKp66vKBlUoygs9d7Olsc2jwmbPt2iQIAZpvg
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c1yTgIGNGi-cGfGoPFSQo2Sv7aUki5CU/view?usp=sharing


MPP Jazz Ensembles play "Zingaro"
and "Corcovado" social-distanced!
They are both coached by faculty

member Vince Cherico.

Yael Cohen (CC '21) arranges
Bernstein’s "Simple Song" +

Columbia's "Roar, Lion, Roar" 

Mia Bramel (CC '22) plays Scriabin's
passionate Etude Op. 8 No. 2 with 

the fire it deserves!

Rebecca Herman (PhD '22) with Kior: lyrics  
from Parshat Ki Tissa, music by Josh

Ehrlich, in the Herman sibling Quartet



MEET OUR STUDENTS
 FEATURING:  CC 2022 TRUMPETER, JANE PAKNIA

             
             

What year are you at Columbia/Barnard and what are
 you majoring in? I'm a sophomore in CC, majoring in 
 History and doing the jazz studies concentration.

 
                How should a student at Columbia take advantage of
               all the musical offerings here?   Keep an open mind, 

                              whether it's towards new ensembles, musics, classes, 
clubs, or friendships. I would say that the last one has been the most influential
for me as a player, composer, and person. But setting a genuine intention to
dissolve my uninformed or prejudiced notions about musical genres that I had
never tried, people that I had never spent time with, or environments I had never
explored, has proved to be the source of the most excitement and inspiration
thus far.   

 

How do you balance a busy academic schedule with practice time? Any tips?
I wish I could tell you! But also, I try to shift myself from keeping track of time to
keeping track of my attention. Attention is much more important than time, and
much more valuable. So instead of telling myself I'll go have an hour-long
practice, I set a goal and try to stay focused on accomplishing that goal. With a
busy schedule, this kind of dismissal of the counted-minute keeps me loving the
music and staying with the moment, even when I don't have the hour I would
have hoped for.

 

What experience or piece made you first fall in love with music? Chopin's
Etude in C Minor, Op. 10, No. 12--"Revolutionary." I remember being very young,
watching my grandma play it on her mahogany piano, feeling its intensity. I
watched as her viscous and sweet speaking voice went silent, as she became one
with this extremely concentrated, powerful, and heavy force. She is strong and a
talented pianist, so it would feel like I was frozen and the room was shaking. It
was epic. I knew it was epic, and I knew that intensity was within me, that it

 



would stay within me, and that I would come to understand it a little better
some day in the future. I've gotten to know my grandma as a person as I've
gotten older, and that intensity is still there, in the most captivating and
admirable ways.
 

What is your pre and post concert routine? I'm always changing things up,
but before I definitely focus on being in the physical shape I need to be in
to play (or conduct with the big band!)--nutrition-wise, sleep-wise...I also listen
to the music and try to really absorb it before it's what I'm performing. Post-
concert, I love to be with people and celebrate
 

How has MPP helped you better study, live, or grow in your time at
Columbia? MPP has most importantly given me people (professors, teachers,
administrators, fellow musicians) who care about my growth as a musician
and thinker. People who care are a gift. There have also been musical
opportunities here that I couldn't have imagined before coming to school--
conducting the big band and debuting an original composition with Ingrid
Jensen, regularly attending concerts at Miller Theatre, programming for WKCR,
performing with a band at Bacchanal, playing with the Society for Women in
Jazz, testing my vocal chops in a vocal jazz ensemble, and just being around
people who are creating and improving all the time. I am so grateful for these
opportunities for growth within environments that can be so overwhelming or
disorienting at times. And I am grateful for the people.              

FEATURING: SEAS 2020 PIANIST, HANA MIZUTA

MEET OUR STUDENTS
 

What year are you at Columbia/Barnard and
what are you majoring in? I'm a senior
majoring in computer science and minoring in
electrical engineering.
 
How should a student at Columbia take
advantage of all the musical offerings here?
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Personally, I love chamber music and performing, so I took chamber classes
every semester and was lucky enough to perform joint recitals these past three
years. My friends and I spontaneously read through music together at all odd
hours of the day (and night). I took Master Class, sat in on some classes at the
Computer Music Center (just ask if you can sit in even if it’s already the end of
the semester! Worst that can happen is they say no), and participated in the
Inter Collegiate Music Festival. I also have friends who did music research, took
ear training, and participated in the music clubs on campus. Honestly, the sky is
the limit and there’s no shame in talking to as many people as you can -
Magdalena, Julie and Beth, as well as all of the other professors and club
leaders, work tirelessly to make our experience as seamless as possible.Also,
we’re so lucky to be in NYC - many of the country’s best performance venues
have discounted students tickets, including Carnegie Hall, the Met Opera, and
the NYPhil, to name a few. You really have no excuse not to go. Introduce a
friend to classical music! If you’re excited, they’ll be excited (even if it’s just for
the Little Italy Pizza on 72nd that you’ll take them to afterwards).
 

I’m still in disbelief that I won’t be able to have all of these opportunities at my
fingertips next year - take advantage of them while you can! Try everything! 
With so many possibilities I know it’s easy to get overwhelmed and I
know everyone says this but... the 4 years really do fly by...
 

How do you balance a busy academic schedule with practice time? Any
tips?  My Google Calendar is usually color coded and filled to the half hour. I
physically write out what I want to accomplish by the time I'm done practicing
for the day so that I'm mindful with my time in the practice room. Honestly
though, it's just hard. There are always so many fast approaching deadlines with
my class work that it’s easy to let practicing slip. But, the weekly lessons,
rehearsals, and classes usually remind me how much I like music and get me
back on the piano.
 

What experience or piece made you first fall in love with music?
Chamber music!! It wasn’t until I started playing chamber that I began to listen
to the sound that was coming out of the piano as I played. Before, I would just
imagine the sound in my head as I played it, and it was incredibly eye opening
to finally learn to listen. Honestly though, as much as I liked piano before, it was
always very lonely for me to sit alone at the piano for weeks on end. Chamber 
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music brought musical friends into my life for which I could not be more
thankful for.
 

What is your pre and post concert routine? Before concerts, I always find
somewhere quiet to mentally practice alone. I somehow get simultaneously
anxious and hyper before concerts, so the quiet is a must for me. Post concert
usually means some delicious food (Burger Joint on 56th, I'm looking at you) -
I'm always too nervous to eat before I perform, so I'm always starving by the
time I'm done. Plus, who doesn't want to celebrate with friends over food?
 

How has MPP helped you better study, live, or grow in your time at
Columbia? Throughout high school, I’d never really experienced anything
outside of music (no academic clubs, no sports...), so I was completely caught
off guard when I came to Columbia. Everyone had so many different interests,
talents and aspirations, and I felt a lot of imposter syndrome. Music felt so
insignificant compared to the fancy science fairs awards and huge tech
conferences that it seemed everyone around me had already been to.
Everyone at MPP really helped me feel like I had a home within this huge new
school, and reminded me of how special music is and how lucky we are to have
found something that we are so passionate in. It has been so helpful to have
the friends I have made through MPP by my side at all times, through the many
highs and lows of college. The many long late night conversations really helped
me figure out what I wanted to do with music but also outside of music in
college, and these friends are some of my closest friends now.

 

 STAFF NEWS 





Describe the process of bringing a piano to perfection. 
My process is first, examining the woodworking. The basic elements of the
instrument--especially the soundboard--has to be right. A great soundboard
makes the string ring and sustain. With the right hammer, you can give the
right color. And with the right tuning, you can harmonize the instrument, as an
extension of the artist. It’s very detailed, and layered, which is what draws me
to it. The piano has about 10,000 parts, made out of wood, metal, felt and
leather and my job is to refine these organic materials to encourage them to
work together in the best possible way. When everything is in precise working
order, the artist and the audience can focus on the music, not on the piano.
Then the invisible hand achieved its goal. 
 
What do you like most/least about your job? 
I love the expressions on people’s faces when the job is well done. There’s
visible joy. For an artist, an instrument is so personal. The trust they instill in
me is really gratifying--it’s almost like they’re handing me the keys to their
Porsche 911 GT2.  What I like least about my job? Finding liquids on the
piano. 
 
What are your hobbies? 
Cycling, surfing, running, and spending time with my family--not necessarily in
this order. I also enjoy a well-made strudel (for Hungarians, eating is a
hobby).  
 
What can we do to help keep Columbia pianos in shape?
Controlling humidity is essential, as the heart of the instrument--the
soundboard--is deeply affected by moisture content in the air (35 to 50% is
ideal).
 
Anything you would like to share with the Columbia Community?
I’m very happy to join Columbia University, and I’m very proud to be part of
such a great team at MMP. I’m approachable with questions, and I would be
very happy to find solutions to the best of my abilities. My philosophy in life is
to always leave things better than I found them, and I look forward to doing
that at Columbia.
 



 FACULTY NEWS 
On May 7th, MPP Associate and Shakuhachi
Master James Nyoraku Schlefer performed a
concert entitled Breathing Peace II, the second
in a series of concerts devoted to the traditional
music of shakuhachi. The concert was a
donation based event and 50% of all donations
went to Doctors Without Borders-Covid-19. 

Also on May 7th, MPP Associate Bruce Barth
gave a solo piano concert in support of the
Global Music Foundation. The concert was
followed by a Q and A and discussion.

MPP Associate, Sue Ann Kahn's 
Virtual Flute Fest: 
New Adventures In Learning
Prior to Zoom sessions, my class of
three flutists was preparing a group of
Sinfonias (three-part inventions) by
Bach for their MPP May performance.
Beautifully arranged for flute, these
trios became a basis for classes on the
art of ensemble: rhythmic and tempo
details, how to completely stay
together and communicate with each
other, intonation, homogeneity of
sound, expression, and articulation.

Students from left to right: Arya Zhao,
Josephine Choe, and Wen Ren, with
Sue Ann Kahn.



The students, new to chamber music this year, learned how to work well as
a group outside of class and formed a lovely friendship.
 
CHALLENGE: How do we continue as a class when the students can’t do the
very thing that they signed on for: playing together?
 

Their very first virtual assignment was to listen to the original keyboard
version of Bach Sinfonias while looking at their flute music and picking out
their own line to see how the arrangement was conceived. It was great to
see all of the students together again! I was determined to give the students
access to music they could enjoy and learn about but I wanted to
minimalize purely flutistic issues, since all three students were already
taking MPP lessons.
 

In following classes, they did research on Bach and how the Sinfonias fit into
his oeuvre. They listened to the wonderful music Bach actually wrote for the
flute, contrasting performances on modern and baroque flute. Each student
chose a Bach sonata movement to play in class. In the following class the
students were assigned three slow movements from the sonatas; we held a
kind of masterclass on these.They used a metronome to keep a steady
tempo and iron out some of the rhythmic issues (and overcome any Zoom
lags), a carry-over from our live sessions. They learned how to make use of
recordings of the music in their practice. I think that most of all, they
enjoyed hearing (and seeing) each other play.
 
For our final class, I invited the students to make a short presentation
in class on a topic related to the flute and its music that most interested
them. They had great ideas: The Flute and Flute Music since 1960; Flute
Music Based on Opera; Taffanel and Gaubert and the French School of Flute
Playing. What a great end to the semester! 

 ORCHESTRA NEWS 



The CUO had a great Spring 2020 semester despite having to cancel our
concerts in early April.  We met online to virtually experience Le Sacre du
Printemps in April.  The students wrote papers related to various dance and
orchestral performances of Le Sacre.  We took the time to connect online,
with inventive ways to experience music.  We are planning for our Alice Tully
Hall concerts sometime next academic year and will perform the exact
repertoire that we practically perfected this past semester.  
 

Our graduating students have been accepted to performance Graduate
programs around the globe.  They have been awarded prizes both here at
Columbia and in music festivals in the US and abroad.

Click here for a “sonic letter” to all of our amazing students, teachers,
faculty.  A fond farewell which looks towards a brighter time.  Ravel’s Fairy
Garden from Mother Goose Suite -  an impromptu performance recorded at
the beginning of the pandemic in March.  I dedicate it to the Music
Department.

 - Jeffrey Milarsky,  Conductor & Music Director

JAZZ NEWS 

https://www.icloud.com/attachment/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcvws.icloud-content.com%2FB%2FAXhzapdZ8NSDROtInjmwfn5479wdAVHVbOrVmxDr4TisXrEYaX2pB6hx%2F%24%7Bf%7D%3Fo%3DAhgM29b2uRXdaQKdW6aBCDJ6dYHyPvdWZb7ajxXFOLOF%26v%3D1%26x%3D3%26a%3DCAogLM8nvC8g6VSO994j4rE5HuI24AxHmFPEnD0XhExomQASJxCJydXOoC4YidnQoqouIgEAKggByAD_OzO2XFIEeO_cHVoEqQeocQ%26e%3D1591894879%26k%3D%24%7Buk%7D%26fl%3D%26r%3DF6CF633C-07AA-4C36-A7CF-E0BE9EAA8F04-1%26ckc%3Dcom.apple.largeattachment%26ckz%3D340E0C0C-3F71-4CDC-A75D-7C8C85759170%26p%3D29%26s%3D0VDyF_t-VYKpHEkFrLnQWiUq_AU&uk=kQ2vSVUgu3mwp-HWGgwWmg&f=IMG_1847.MOV&sz=331981881


The Calhoun School Features, Jazz Associate,
Victor Lin in their Teacher Talks Series: 
 
Head of Jazz Studies with a doctorate in music
education, a masters in Jazz Studies, and years
of experience as a professional jazz pianist on
the New York City jazz scene, it’s no wonder
that Victor Lin’s teaching style is all about
building skills — but not just the ones you’d
think. Victor’s students learn more than how to
play instruments; they learn to be better, more
caring people and to support each other as
musicians and as peers. With a strong ethos
focused on community, Victor uses music as a
vehicle for building a foundation of empathy,
making it possible for students to connect with
one another and engage in nuanced
conversations around the history and
implications of the jazz music they play.

Full article here:
https://www.calhoun.org/blog/blog-
stories/~board/calhoun-stories-
blog/post/teacher-talks-victor-lin-head-of-
jazz-studies?
fbclid=IwAR0XRXEZscinCvLKA0R5bjAFuT2NZ
OdzfUHoQSxbUyxi097_MXjtGsn02oY

MPP Jazz Vocalist, Ingrid Gerstmann
was in residency at the West End with
her Quartet featuring John Austria,
Donald Nicks and Taru Alexander.
She played her initial show on
February 27 and then the pandemic
hit -  stay tuned for her next show in
August.

https://www.calhoun.org/blog/blog-stories/~board/calhoun-stories-blog/post/teacher-talks-victor-lin-head-of-jazz-studies?fbclid=IwAR0XRXEZscinCvLKA0R5bjAFuT2NZOdzfUHoQSxbUyxi097_MXjtGsn02oY
https://www.calhoun.org/blog/blog-stories/~board/calhoun-stories-blog/post/teacher-talks-victor-lin-head-of-jazz-studies?fbclid=IwAR0XRXEZscinCvLKA0R5bjAFuT2NZOdzfUHoQSxbUyxi097_MXjtGsn02oY


Cheng Io Lo, CC'23 (left) and Thomas Lim, CC'23 are the
recipients of the Richard and Brooke Kamin Rapaport Summer
Music Performance Fellowship. The Fellowship allows the
students to attend a summer music festival of their choice. This
year, the festivals will be taking place online. Congratulations!

CONGRATS TO OUR
MPP

2020 GRADUATES!!

CONGRATULATIONS
RAPAPORT PRIZE

WINNERS!



Greyson Barrera
Joseph Bell
Daniel Cohen
Dylan DelGiudice
Edward Ellis
Omer Elshaigi
Coleman Hughes
Jonathan Kapilian
Si Yoon Kim
Sean Kim
Shalva Kohen
Nicole Konforti
Jesse Martinez-Kratz
Arad Lev-Ari
Sahana Narayenen
Cybele Mayes-Osterman
William Pagel
Shasta Ramachandran
Micah Roschelle
Colleen Schmidt
Haley So
Miles Van Tongeren

Sein An
Jacob Austin
Jordan Cannon
Jenny Chen
Samuel Cheng
Jennier Fang
Misha Galant
Siying Jiang
Alexandra Kapilian
Ellie Kim
*Lara Lewison
Hana Mizuta
Alissa Mori
Nikki Pet
Fuming Qui
Wen Ren
Jingyi Song
Ruth Kornblatt-Stier
Jayant Subramanian
**Aimee Toner
Samuel Wang
Katherine Xu
 

James Yang
Alan Yao
Hugo Zoells

*Congratulations to Lara Lewison on winning the  Louis Sudler Prize 
in the Arts!
 

**Aimee Toner  graduated in January and has accepted a spot for graduate
studies at New England Conservatory  for the Fall. Congratulations!
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SUMMER PROGRAMS 



MPP.MUSIC.COLUMBIA.EDU
#MPPMAGIC

https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/programs/string-studies/summer-intensive
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe12-TIreZ1ntqkwoRuVjaO0Yo3JhW1cF-e-pJZm6WIw7fzfw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe12-TIreZ1ntqkwoRuVjaO0Yo3JhW1cF-e-pJZm6WIw7fzfw/viewform

